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Some regulation of financial markets is accepted even in these dirigiste times
and even by those neoclassical economistswho find it a struggle to explain why the
marketfor money is differentfrom the marketfor peanuts.
Monetary regulation as defined in this paper has three parts: the legal framework, monetarypolicy, and the supervisionof bankingand financial markets. Historically, these roles have developed alongside the systems they regulated, new
measuresbeing createdby the monetaryauthorities-oreven by large private banksas specific problems presented themselves. Within this evolutionary framework,
policies were tailored to the institutionsas they existed at the time. Thus, when
banks providedonly a minor proportionof monetaryinstruments,prudentialregulation was left to the banks themselves and caveat depositor. When bank-issuednotes
began to create what we would now describe as macroeconomicinstability, the government/monetaryauthoritytook over the issue of notes. When bank credit and deposits became a force to reckon with, the authoritiesdevised such instrumentsas
reserve or liquid asset requirementsand, where the developmentof securities markets allowed it, open marketoperationsto keep the banks on a short lead. Each of
these episodes marks a shift in the power to provide money, first away from the
state to the private sector, then back again as the state regains control. The current
situation, almost everywhere in the developed world, is that the power to create
money lies almost entirely with the privatesector.
The currentsituationin the EuropeanUnion (EU) bears some similaritiesto the
situation at the time of the institutionof the Federal Reserve System, which, of
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course, came on the scene after a common currencywas already in place but when
communicationswere slow and there were distinctdifferencesin the regional economies of the United States. These differences were the reason for the federal structure of the Federal Reserve System, with each Federal Reserve Bank having the
power to operate interest rate policy accordingto local needs. The great diversity of
state legal frameworksunder which banks were charteredand regulated,and the diversity of banks in terms of their size, their branching, and their local situation,
gave rise to differential reserve requirementsand discretionarylending throughthe
discountwindow, which could make allowances for these individualcircumstances.
While the diversity in the EU is similar, the regulatoryresponse is markedlydifferent: a new legal framework, a centralized monetary policy, and supervisory
mechanisms are being deliberately designed in the context of projected economic
and monetary union (EMU) with a common currency. When common currencies
were put in place in former times, the monetaryinstitutionswere few and simple.
One would have thought that the architectsof Europe's new system would confront
the fact that well-elaborated institutions are in place in every member country,
which vary very considerablyin a number of importantrespects. Instead, the new
grand design is informed by a powerful set of monetaristand neoclassical assumptions that give little recognition to the institutionalstructureof Europeanbanking
and finance.
As seen by the governing bodies of the EU and by the EuropeanMonetaryInstitute, whose job it is to prepare the groundworkfor stage three of monetaryunion,
the legal framework defines institutions and provides certain safeguards, such as
capital adequacyrules and deposit insurance, which will be uniform in application.
The governing idea is that this uniformity will create a "level playing field" for
competition, along the same lines as other areas of EU activity (i.e., money is being
treatedin the same way as peanuts in this respect), and that the competitionamong
financial institutionsthatwill ensue, and the results of thatcompetition,are no business of the authorities.
The EU understandsthe central purpose of monetarypolicy to be the containment of inflation. This will be the job of the independentEuropeanSystem of Central Banks (ESCB), whose frameworkassumes that the member central banks are
able to control their money supplies. Furthermore,it is believed that so-called economic policy can be divorced from monetarypolicy and subject to the principle of
subsidiarity,while the ESCB is responsiblefor monetarypolicy. No explicit mechanisms for coordinationof "economic"policies are proposed, although the need is
recognized.
The question of bank supervisiongets barely a mentionin the MaastrichtTreaty.
It is seen as separable from the issue of monetarycontrol. And yet there are plans
for deposit insurance, and one hopes that the ESCB will, at least in extremis,be prepared to act as lender of last resort. To separatethese matters is bizarre and irre-
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sponsible. There is little excuse, after the extensive debateson moral hazardand deposit insurancethathave takenplace in the economics literature.
The assumptions behind these propositions are recognizable: the neoclassical
faith that competition will always throw up the best result; the monetaristbeliefs
that central banks can control the money supply, that this control is necessary and
sufficient to defeat inflation, and that low inflation is necessary for growth; and the
Hayekian belief that governmentinterventionis inimical to monetary control. The
origin of the idea that monetaryand "economic"policies (i.e., fiscal policies) could
be kept separateis a legacy, oddly enough, of "bastard"Keynesianism.
Many criticisms can be made of these assumptionsand the policies based on
them. Most importantperhapsis the deflationarybias they impose, but this has been
much commentedupon. Here we wish instead to addressthe issue of the suitability
of these assumptionsto the reality of Europeanfinancialinstitutionsand some of the
likely effects of the futureshape of those institutions.
Features of EU MonetaryInstitutions
Europeanbanking and financial institutionsdiffer greatly in both the degree of
their development and their direction. The extent of the use of bank liabilities as
money is the hallmarkof "stagetwo," when the bankingsystem can create credit independentlyof saving [Chick 1986]. According to the statistics for 1991-93 [International Financial Statistics 1995], the ratio of cash to demanddeposits (C/DD) in
Greece is 83.5 percent. On this crude indicator, Greece may still be a cash economy. Yet Greece has the largest numberof bankbranchesper capita in Europe!The
C/DD ratio of the next highest cash user, Ireland,is only 43.1 percent. At the other
extreme is the United Kingdom,with a C/DD ratio of 7.5 percent.
The different direction of developmentis most markedin the contrast between
the United Kingdomand Germanynot just in the matterof universal versus specialized banking, which everybody knows, but in the unificationof retail and commercial business in the United Kingdom and the dual banking system in Germany, in
which industryand commerce are served by the universalbanks and "thepublic"by
savings and cooperative banks. These latter gather mainly savings, which mark
them as "stage one"; a surprisinglylarge percentage of everyday transactionsare
done with cash. In other words, one tier of banks is highly evolved and the popular
tier far less so. Those countriesthat managepaymentsthroughthe Post Office Giro
are, on the criterion set for stage two, in an earlier stage of development, even
thoughthe system is very sophisticated.
As measured by the proportionof the national marketcapturedby the top five
banks, the United Kingdom, Luxembourg, and Germany are low-concentration
countries, but this perceptionis distortedby foreign banks in the first two and 4,000
"popular"banks in the latter. Denmark, Portugal, Greece, and the Netherlands
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show high concentration(in ascending order, with the top five banks in Holland
capturing84 percent of the market)[Price Waterhouse1988].
Europeancommercialbanks are supplementedin each countryby a variety of institutions: building societies and other mutual or cooperative banks, rural/agricultural banks, and the like. They vary in the compositionof ownership, measuredby
the percentage of assets: only 6.8 percent of Portuguesebank assets are in private,
non-foreign, non-mutualbanks compared to 61 percent in Irelandand the Netherlands. Public ownership dominates in Portugal (87 percent), Greece (84 percent),
and Italy (68 percent), and 53 percent of assets are foreign-owned in the United
Kingdom [Gardenerand Molyneux 1993, 21].
Evaluation
A legal frameworkthat imposes uniform definitionson Europeanfinancialinstitutions is bound to create a Procrusteanbed. There are problemsboth in cross-country comparisons and with the evolving structureof the financial system within a
country over time. Britain had to face the question of defining a bank-for the first
time in its long history of banking-just at a time when the demarcationsbetween
banks, building societies, securities dealers, and insurancecompanieswere becoming blurred. Market segmentation has perhaps broken down less rapidly in other
Europeancountries, but the competitive forces thathave been unleashedwill surely
breach some of the existing borders, as happenedin the United Kingdomafter Competition and Credit Controlin 1971.
Further, to impose a legal frameworkthat only establishes a level playing field
and leaves the rest to competitionis to abdicateany responsibilityfor shapingthe institutionalframeworkof the futureEurope. There is some presumptionthat the present diversity will be homogenized by competition, but the pattern of the
homogenized system, and the winners and losers, are hard to forecast [see Chick
and Dow 1995 for an attempt].As Steinherrand Huveneers[1992, 130] put it:
Unfortunately, our knowledge about competing organisationalforms is far
from what a scientist would call conjecture:there are some partialtheoretical
argumentsand there is some empirical evidence. Taken togetherthey still do
not add up to scientific knowledge. In the end, only experience will be able
to tell and survival of the fittest will be the ultimateproof.
The European Commission, for one, appears to believe that the fittest are in
some sense the best [EC 1990, 12], whereas scientists do not ally "fittest"with "optimum," nor should we.
Almost certainly, any uniform legal frameworkwill favor large, money-marketcenter banks over banks with regional or other specialized constituencies, whose
business does not "travel"well.
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A monetary policy based on monetaristassumptionsis painfully at odds with
present-day monetary institutions almost throughoutEurope. As is well known,
monetarismhas attemptedto bring forward to the present day a theoretical system
developed in the time of commoditymoney. During at least some of the era of commodity money, the propositionthat governmentwas in charge of the money supply
has at least some credibility.1 But it is impossible to sustain that simple belief in
economies where the great preponderanceof money in the EU is created by banks,
not government.
In credit money economies, the belief must be that the money supply can be controlled by controlling the money base. But this requires that the base itself is controllable, that the causality run from the base to the money supply, and that the ratio
of reserves to deposits and of the public's preferencesfor cash as a ratio to deposits
be stable. These conditions are unlikely to be met in a time of rapid financial innovation, including off-balance-sheet activity, liability management, securitization,
and derivatives trading. The Bank of England gave up reserve ratios as an instrument of monetarycontrol in 1981 in recognitionof the inapplicabilityof the reserve
ratio to monetarycontrol in the context of contemporaryBritish banking. While the
central problem in any one countryconcerns the stabilityof the ratios over time, the
operationof a uniform policy across Europe must confront the diversity of banking
practices across Europe. Actual reserve ratios in 1991 varied across the EU from
3.8 percent (United Kingdom)to 32 percent (Portugal)[InternationalFinancial Statistics 1992].
Another way of making the same point is that monetarismnever considers the
role of bank credit, either in the generationof the money supply or in fostering economic activity by lending for productivepurposes. This bias follows from the archaic, commodity-moneyorigins of monetarismand explains the entirely negative
and restricted role money has in monetarist thought. The negative evaluation of
bank credit is reinforced by the Ricardianperspective of the Bundesbank, which
holds that investmentnot financedby saving-i.e., which is financedby bank creditis ipsofacto inflationary.This contrastswith Keynes, who recognized the inflationary consequences of expanding economic activity but regarded it as a necessary
by-product of the expansion process, and only "trueinflation"was to be avoided.
Whatever one's normativeevaluation, the preponderanceof bank credit in the operation of the monetary systems of Europe is overwhelming. Whether or not the
authorities like this fact, the prospect for a monetarypolicy that ignores it is not
good.
The expectation is that the interest rate will form the centerpiece of monetary
policy: one interest rate for Europe. I referred above to the position in the United
States when the Federal Reserve was founded: regional economies were distinct
then because of distance and poor communications.They are as distinct in Europe
now, though the reasons are not so clear: regional disparities cannot be explained
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entirely by the newness of the single marketor by barriersof language, custom, or
currency, for regional differences in activity exist within nation-states.Differential
interest rates, which might encouragegrowth in depressedregions, are not available
within individualEuropeannations now, as they were in the United States at the beginning of this century, because of today's rapidcommunication.Soon, with a common currency and a common monetarypolicy, differential rates will not even be
available to entire Europeannationsthatmight need their assistance.
The single Europeaninterestrate envisaged will be determinedonly by the needs
of the financial centers of the most advancedand internationallyconnectedcountries
and will be inappropriateto the needs of the slower-growingcountries and the depressed regions throughoutthe EU.
The Impact of Interest Rates
Regional problems aside, the conceptionof a monetarypolicy based on "an"interest rate is bound to have different effects in differentEuropeancountries. Let us
just take the example of Germanyand the United Kingdom. A study of household
and business debt [Rowlatt 1995] has shown that Britainis far more sensitive than
Germanyto variationsin short-terminterestrates. About 85 percentof Britishmortgages carry variable rates of interest, and about67 percentof Britishhouseholdsare
owner-occupiers, whereas Germany has the lowest rate of owner-occupationin
Europe; mortgages in Germany representslightly more than 20 percent of household debt and less than a quarterof these are variable-ratecontracts. The character
of other household debt is more difficult to assess, but Rowlattreckons thatsome 77
percent of all household debt carries variablerates, whereas the figure for Germany
is less than 20 percent. Furthermore,the level of householddebt in the United Kingdom is the highest in Europe.
Similarly, a higher proportionof loans to companiesin the United Kingdomthan
in Germanycarry short-terminterest rates-82 percentversus 20 percent-andliabilities show the same pattern, with 47 percent of company liabilities carrying shortterm rates in the United Kingdom and 15 percent in Germany. The conclusion has
to be that the United Kingdom is far more sensitive to variationsin short-terminterest rates, which will be the subject of monetarypolicy, than is Germany. Rowlatt
remarks that these dramatic differences are diminishing-the behavior in different
countriesis converging-andadmittedlyI took the polar cases to make my point- but
the conclusion that a single policy will ride roughshodover institutionaldifferences
that are not small is inescapable.
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A Final Point
There is one glaring omission in the above analysis that the EU plans also ignore: even if the diversity of Europeanbankingwere not a problem, the big European banks are playing a global game. The competitive struggle at the top of the
range of European banking is not confined to Europe, nor is European monetary
policy able to set an agenda, achieved by whatever policy instrument,in isolation
from the relations between the Euro, the dollar, and the yen and the opportunities
open to Europe's world-classbanks to evade policy actions.
Notes
1. When there was free minting, the public could determinethe money supply. Similarly, the
government could not control, though of course they could influence, the inflows and outflows of money throughforeign trade.
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